individualized social intelligence in member robots of a community, and allows us to harness not only individual learning by the individual robot, but also the acquisition of new skills by observing other members of the community (robot, human, or virtual).
We describe ALICE (Action Learning for Imitation via Correspondences between Embodiments), an implemented generic mechanism for solving the correspondence problem between diEerently embodied robots. ALICE enables a robotic agent to learn a behavioral repertoire suitable to performing a task by observing a model agent, possibly having a different type of body, joints, different number of degrees of freedom, etc. Previously we demonstrated that the character of imitation achieved will depend on the granularity of snbgoal matching, and on the metrics used to evaluate success.
In this work, we implement ALICE for simple robotic arm agents in simulation using various metrics for evaluating success according to actions, states, or d e c t s or weighted combinations. We examine the roles of synchronization, looseness of perceptual match, and of p r e prioceptive matching by a series of experiments. As a complement to the social developmental aspects suggested by developmental psychology, our results show that synchronization and loose perceptual matching also allow for faster acquisition of behavioral compentencies at low error rates.
We also discuss the use of social learning mechanisms like ALICE for transmission of skills between robots, and give the first example of transmimion of a skill through a chain of robots, despite differences in embodiment of agents involved. This simple example demonstrates that by using social learning and imitation, cultural transmission is possible among robots, even heterogeneous groups of robots. This and other evidence from the study of animal social complexity (e.g. [12] Perceptions of the model and possibly proprioceptions are converted to the form of a key for the imitator to look-up corresponding actions for that key in the imitator's correspondence library. These actions are the actions that the imitating agent should pertorm in order to achieve a matching behavior, according to an evaluation metric. As new actions corresponding to the perceptual keys are learned they are added to the imitator's library, which is initially empty.
These possible actions can be generated using any kind of generating algorithm to propose actions (e.g. inverse kinematics). In OUT work we simply use a random generating algorithm, since we are not concerned about the precise nature of the generating mechanism here. Proposed actions are then evaluated according to a metric and will either update an existing entry with more fitting solutions, or create a new entry of their own if the current state/action/&ect or proprioceptive aspects comprising the key have not been o b m d previously up to that point. The type of the resulting imitating behavior will depend on the metric used, whether the imitator will try to match the perceived model actions/states/effects cu some combination of them. For more details on ALICE see [3] and below.
The Robotic Arm Test-Bed
The current test-bed w a~ created as a simple, yet 'rich enough' environment that would allow for several interacting models and imitator agents, having dissimilar . . ,U,], where n is the number of its joints. We can distinguish between the previous state and the current state (the state of the arm after the current action was executed). As a result of the pcmible actions, the absolute angle at
A" = lor" rs-1 each joint can be anywhere in the range of 0" to 360" (modulo 360') but only in multiples of 10".
The end tip of the arm can leave a trail of paint as it moves along the workspace. The effect is defined as a directed straight line segment connecting the end tip of the previous and the current states of the arm (approximating a paint trail). The efTect is internally implemented as a vector of displacement E = (z. -zp, yC -yP), where (zp, yp) and (zc, a ) are the end tip coordinates of the arm for the previous and current state respectively.
Metrics
The imitating agents can perceive the actions, states and effects of the model agents, and also their own actions, states and effects, and therefore we define several metria to evaluate the similarity between them. Metria are scaled to take values from 0 to 100%. Ideally the metric value should be zero, indicating a perfect match.
State metric
The state metric calculates the averaged distance b e tween the various joints of an agent (posed in a particular state) and the corresponding joints of another agent' (posed in a merent state) as if they were occupying the same worbpace. Ideally this distance should be zero when the arms take corresponding poses, but this may not be possible due to embodiment differences. Using forward kinematics, the coordinates of the ends for each 'The state metric can be used not only between different agents, but also to evaluate the similarity between two etates of the same agent. This is true far the action and the effect metric en mll.
If both agents have the same number of joints the correspondence between them is straightforward; the Euclidean distance for each pair is calculated, the distances are then all summed and divided by the number of joints to give the metric value. If the agents have a m e r e n t number of joints, then some of the joints of the agent with more joints are ignored. To tind which joint corresponds with which, the ratio of the larger number of joints over the smaller number of joints is calculated, and if not integer, is rounded to the nearest one. In computing the metric, the ith joint of the agent with the smaller number of joints, will correspond to the (ratio x i)'h joint of the agent with the larger number of joints. For example if one of the agents has twice the number of joints, only every second joint will be considered.
Action metric
For the action metric, the same algorithm e a the one described above for the state metric is used, but considering the action vectors instead of the state vectors.
The value in the case of the state metric represents an absolute positional error; for the action metric, it represents the relative error between the change of the state angles caused by the compared actions.
Effect metric
The dect metric is detined as Euclidean length p = ,/(SI -2 2 ) ' + (y1 -yz)' of the vector Merence h e tween taro effects (z1,yi) and ( z a , y a ) .
2.3
The 
Growth of the Correspondence Library
The model's behavioral pattern may naturally be broken down as a sequence of actions that move the robotic arm of the agent from the previous state to the current state, while leaving behind a trail of paint as the effect.
How versua What to Imitate
The nature of the experimental test-bed with the fixed-beae rotary robotic arms favours cyclical looping effects and the model patterns used in the experiments were designed as such (Fig. 2) . Each complete behavioral pattern that returns the arm to its initial state observed by the imitator is called an exposure, and the imitator is exposed to repeated instances of the same behavioral pattern. At the beginning of each new exposure it is p k b l e to reset the imitating agent to the initial state. This resetting is called synchronization in our experiments.
The correspondence library is initially empty. At each time step, i.e. for each action of the model, the imitator agent may be able to perceive the model's a0
tion, previous and current state and ala0 the effect. The agent might perceive any of those aspects or a combination depending on the metric it is using. The first time a percept occurs, a new entry is c r e ated 5 the correspondence library with that percept as its indexing key. When created, the key for the entry contains the data on the perceived subset of the observed model's action/state/&ect and/or the state of the imitator, as perceptual and proprioceptual compcnents respectively. (Which perceptual components are used in the keys depends on the metric.) A randomly generated action is initially used as the corresponding action the first time the perceptual key is encountered and is stored under that key. Over time, several actions can be associated with the same perceptual key in the library.
When the model's action triggers an eldsting perceptual key3, e.g. if it has been observed before, then there will also be at least one corresponding action in a correspondence library entry. Using the metric, the predicted results of actions proposed by the generating mechanism (random in this implementation) are compared with the predicted results of ones from the library associated with the perceptual key, and a best one is executed *om among this set of proposed actions. If this executed action was the newly generated one, it is added to the correspondence library entry. In the experiments reported here, a perceptual key can be associated with at mwt three actions in the library, so a new action might displace another when added to the library. The actions stored in the library with particular keys are thus used as partial solutions to the correspondence problem. New actions proposed by the generating mechanism at each time step might enter the correspondence library as described above. It is possible employ a more complex action proposal me&& (i.e. inverse kinematics) than a random generating mechanism, and, indeed, ALICE is designed to accommodate any generating mechanism that returns valid actions from the search generate more than one action per time step and chocae a best one (according to a metric used -see above).' Controlled by a threshold, it is ala0 possible not to require an -act match for the perceptual and/or the proprioceptive components of the trigger key, hut a loose one that is 'close enough' according to the metric. We call this loose perceptual matching, and we hypothe sized that it should support learning and generalization. (Fig. 3, left) . It is imitated by a twwjoint robotic arm (Fig. 3, centre) , which in turn is imitated by another imitator (Fig. 3,  right) with the same embodiment as the original model, but which only perceives the behavior of the two-joint agent.
'Not implemented in the current test-bed, but another POBsible part of ALICE, is the history meehoniam which also considers sequences of past imitative attempts when updating the correspondence library entries, as previously u e d in the chessworld test-bed 1 3 1 . in Fig. 4 (bottom panel) , constantly demeasing and below l. This indicates that the numerator (error with loose matching) is minimized faster than the denominai tor (error with exact matching) and is explained by the fact that there are fewer and more generic entries in the correspondence library of the imitator with the loose matching, resulting in a faster improvement of performance.
When exact matching is used, a significantly longer learning period is required, and therefore loose matching to within 10% was used in the the rest of the particular experiments reported here.
Synchronization
Inspired by the biological and psychological importance of synchronization (sec. 1.2), we implemented synchronization in our test-bed as follows and did a series of experiments to asses its efficacy. At the end of each exposure of the imitating agent to the model, it is possible to reset the imitator arm to the same initial position, thus synchronizing the imitation attempt t o the model's behavior. We conducted ten experimental runs,
Experiments and Results

Loose Perceptual Matehig
cult for &I 'imitating agent that does not synchronize to reach again states relevant to the model pattern if the initial imitation attempts are not successhrl. Soon after the start of the 6rst exnosure to the behavior Dattern. When the ALICE mechanism looks up a perceptual key in the correspondence library to find the relevant entry to the currentlv Derceived model actions. states and efthe imitator not using-synchronization becomes 'lost' due to cumulative errors that are not corrected by resetting ( Fig. 5 (top panel) ), while theimitator usingsynfects, it is p-ibie not to require an exa& match of the entry keys, but one that is close enough, depending on a threshold. We conducted ten experimental runs under the same conditions. Each run consisted of ten exposures to the model behavior for two imitating agents trying to imitate a model agent, one of them requiring an exact match for the trigger keys and the other one accepting a 10% margin of looseness. The metric used by both agents was a weighted half-half combination of the action and the state metria. Both agents synchronized after each exposure to the model. Each of the ten runs lasted eleven exposures and the average metric value (that can be seen as the error) for each exposure was logged. The d u e of error metric for the agent using loose perceptual matching is plotted in Fig. 4 (top panel), and that for the agent using exact matching in Fig. 4 (middle panel) .
The ratio of the average error of the imitating agent that uses loose matching over the average error of the imitating agent that requires an exact match can be seen chronization shows steady improvement (Fig. 5 (middle  panel) ). As a result the non-synchronizing agent might require a far greater numba of exposures to return (via the random walk of the generating mechanism) back 'on track' and succwfdly imitate.
Proprioceptive Matching
Proprioception is always used by the ALICE mechanism whenever perceptual keys include a state or effect component, since the imitator's own state is taken into account when calculating the metric d u e s for the ditferent pomible actions; but is not used if the perceptual key consists of only the action component.
The correspondence library entry keys may contain both perceptual (the model's action, state and e&t) and proprioceptive (the imitator's own state at the time of the observation) data. It is possible to exclude this proprioceptive component from the keys and to trigger the keys based only on the perception. We conducted ten experimental runs, each with two imitating agents .,., . . ,:.
..,., ..:-.
imitating agent that does not use proprioceptive matching over the average error of the imitating agent that does can be seen in Fig. 6, constantly decreasing 
Conclusions and Outlook
The results of our experiments using ALICE in Merently embodied robotic arm agents shaw that (1) cultural transmission of behavioral patterns is possible in 3 a heterogeneous community of robots, (2) loose per-I ceptual matching inmema the rate of solving the wrrespondence problem significantly, (3) synchronization dramatically increases the rate of solving the correspondence problem, (4) utilizing proprioreceptive matching for keys does not, at least for early stages of learning, aid in rate of the solution of this problem within our experiments (although it certainly did not prevent its solution).
The potential for cultural t r a n s h i o n of skills through a heterogeneous population of robots using our methods might be applied to the acquisition and trans&ion of skills in more complex populations of robots, involved in carrying out useful tasks, e.g. on the shopfloor of a factory, with new robots coming and going, acquiring behaviors by obsavation without having to be explicitly programmed and without humans having to # develop different control programs for merent types of ' robots that need to perform the same task. Instead, the 5 robots would autonomously create their how programs using social learning and a correspondence library. This together with previous work [3] using a cheasworld test-bed serves to establish the generalizability of the ALICE framework. Scalability in &rent settings ' ,
I
. 6 I I) s 30 l: depends on particularities of the embodiments, the s e phistication of the generating mechanism used (here, only random actions were needed) to ProPO% Can&-date matching actions or action sequences, Processing sped, and optimization problfor the SPec*C Platforms. Future work in solving the correspondence Problem will also involve applications to fault-tolerance and self-repair by imitating agents, as well as new methods for subgoal extraction and the automatic generation of metria. 
